BACKGROUND
The S-216, Driving for Fire Service course was most recently revised in 2002.

CURRENT STATUS
The S-216 course is not required or recommended training in the current revision of the PMS 310-1. The skills developed by the training are being provided by other state and agency programs. Cache distributions over the last several years were driven by Interagency Fire Program Management requirements, which are being currently changed. New IFPM requirements will not include S-216.

RECOMMENDATION
Remove S-216 from the NWCG curriculum when current stock expires.

ACTION REQUIRED
Approval by TWT for deletion of the course in the NWCG curriculum and a PMS deletion request to remove the publication from PMS when current stock expires.

APPROVED / DENIED
(circle one)

SIGNATURE

June 2, 2008

Chair, Training Working Team

Date

cc: IQCS Program Lead
    IQS Program Lead